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Project Scope Statement, Objective, Explanation
The objective of this project is to validate the participation in esports of students prior to
the collegiate/professional level. We will do this by proposing a system for Metisentry that
allows schools to play one another and ranks teams by school and on the personal level. This will
allow parents and academia to view aspiring talent as an asset and a potentially lucrative avenue
financially, in much the same way classic sports are viewed.

Metisentry
Metisentry is a United States-based software development company who builds
successful partnerships with clients in the U.S., Canada, Europe and more. Founded in 2006,
Metisentry has earned a reputation of delivering quality solutions through reliable software
development services. The company is based in Akron, Ohio, with over 20 full-time employees
who are specialists working in offices across the U.S. and Canada. They focus on building
software solutions to improve the way clients do business which is an important asset for these
companies. Metisentry provides services for a wide range of clients from global software
providers to retailers and from military organizations to sports associations.
Metisentry has proposed to us the topic of esports and trying to find a way to help the
industry through software development. The purpose of this research is to find an area within the
esports industry that needs improvement. Once that area is found, we will work with Metisentry
and their expertise to create a solution to help the esports industry.

Introduction of Esports
Esports as defined by the Oxford Dictionary is “A multiplayer electronic or video game
competition organized as a spectator sport, typically involving professional contestants and
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watched by viewers online” (E-sport, n.d.). Esports in general can be considered the world of
competitive and organized video gaming. Individuals or teams face off in a list of popular
multiplayer video games. The gamers can be watched and followed by people all over the world,
whether through attending a live event, watching it on television, or seeing it on a streaming
platform online. Esports has been globally popular, mainly in China and South Korea, and has
recently become more popular in the United States. This popularity has caused a boom in the
industry. The main areas to focus on within esports are the college and professional leagues, high
school clubs, types of players and sponsors, types of games played, and the league infrastructure
and development. Esports is a fast-growing industry, so finding the areas that need improvement
is important to help the industry.

History of Esports
For centuries, sports have been a dominant part of culture in many areas around the
world. However, what started as a way to physically compete against one another has been
rapidly evolving over time. This culmination can be seen in the recent rise of esports, or
electronic gaming. This new genre of athletics expands the definition of sports and challenges
traditional views on what constitutes a sport.
Although there is no sole, comprehensive definition of esports, it has come to be
associated with many different aspects of electronic gaming. One such definition of esports
describes it as “a form of sports where the primary aspects of the sport are facilitated by
electronic systems; the input of players and teams as well as the output of the esports system are
mediated by human-computer interface” (Hamari & Sjöblom, 2017). Therefore, esports is a
genre of sport played solely electronically, versus physically in-person.
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The rise of esports has followed the increase in technology and video games. The esports
industry primarily began with the inception of first-person shooting games. From this, online
gaming leagues started to form, along with live esports events (Wagner, 2006). Although it no
longer exists, one of the first professional organizations for esports in the United States was the
Cyberathlete Professional League (CPL). Founded in the United States in 1997, the CPL hosted
esports tournaments across the world including in the Americas, Europe, Asia, and Australia
(Cyberathlete, 2013). This league was one of the first to host organized esports tournaments, but
many others have since followed suit. In 1999, the Online Gamers Association was formed in
London, which was one of the first organizations to give legitimacy to both the term “esports”
and the idea that esports should be considered an actual sport (Jenny et al., 2017). The Online
Gamers Association (OGA) was created with the primary purpose of representing and presiding
over all professional esports players (Gestalt, 1999). It was also made to be a central database in
order to streamline the process of keeping track of all OGA players, statistics, tournaments, and
leagues (Gestalt, 1999). The CPL and the OGA were two of the first organizations to provide a
structured format for the esports industry, in its rise to prominence.
Since the creation of the CPL and the OGA, esports has become a prominent, organized,
and regulated industry. It now has a substantial following and consists of professional, collegiate,
high school, and club teams, among others, along with many different types of players, sponsors,
and games. Furthermore, there are live events, viewers, and advertising centered around esports.
Overall, there are many aspects of esports that have impacted the world since it began more than
20 years ago. One of the largest facets of this industry is collegiate level esports, where many
players begin their journey in official, structured leagues and teams.
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Collegiate Esports
Esports, as an official sport in college, is becoming more and more popular across the
United States. The start of teams and how they first became involved within the university
atmosphere is important. In addition, explaining how it is becoming more uniform and the
different types of tournaments at the college level is also vital. Esports is still fairly new and
evolving at a rapid pace, especially for those who play at the college level.
Firstly, many teams are not considered part of the athletic department or academic
department, most are just clubs. In 2017, about 40% of esports teams at higher education
institutions were still run by students (Hubierts, n.d.). However, 2014 was when the first college
created an official esports team. Robert Morris University (RMU) in Illinois, led the way for
other colleges by making esports considered a “varsity” sport. They built a special training
facility for $100,000, and it was sponsored by iBuyPower. They also provided partial
scholarships for 25 recruited students for: League of Legends (LoL), Counter-Strike: Global
Offensive (CS:GO), Overwatch, Heroes of the Storm, Hearthstone, and Smash Brothers. Today,
it is still hard to get a complete grasp at the amount of collegiate esports teams, partially due to
the increased popularity, but also due to the large amount of “unofficial teams.” Student-run
teams and lack of governing bodies to keep track of the different programs make it more difficult
to understand the entirety of college esports.
Before RMU considered esports a varsity sport, there was a large debate concerning the
legitimacy of its status as a branch of sport. Traditional sports have been defined by their
emphasis on physicality, competitive aspects, and institutionalization. Many believe the lack of
physicality is a major problem. However, the amount of movement that esports athletes perform
on a keyboard in under a minute is much higher than the amount of movement an untrained
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recreational gamer can showcase, which makes others argue otherwise (Hubierts, n.d.). During a
research study, it was stated that participants in esports are displaying characteristics such as
improved decision-making and knowledge mastery; “...these findings are strongly connected to
educational research on effective collaborative learning, and a vast body of research on
traditional athletic performance and improvement” (Richard et al., 2018). This shows that esports
compared to traditional sports have similar characteristics and are not as different as people may
think. The United States government granted official athlete visas to esports players, thus
identifying them as full-fledged athletes. Once RMU officially created their esports team, it
ended the discussion of whether esports is considered a sport or not.
As esports continues to grow, trying to find unity and an institutionalized system is
important. While most sports are governed by the NCAA, esports is not one of them. Some argue
that the NCAA does not have the proper knowledge to govern esports. In addition, the NCAA
has many bylaw requirements that teams at the collegiate level could not follow. The NCAA
requires players to practice no more than 20 hours a week, but under the current esports model
60 or more hours are needed to stay competitive (Hollist, 2015). The equal opportunity
requirement under Title IX could be problematic, considering the industry is heavily dominated
by men. Others argue that becoming part of the NCAA could have its benefits. For instance,
there is an opportunity for women with the Title IX equality standards. Women being able to
form female-only teams or play on a team with men, joining the NCAA could create more
opportunities to increase female participation in the sport. Another benefit to joining the NCAA
is the easy implementation of it. The current model of esports fits the structure of the NCAA
Division 1, Division 2, and Division 3. Universities can provide different games and structure
different teams based on the athlete’s ability level (Kane, 2017). However, collegiate
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tournaments continue to take place around the country which draw viewership and advertising
revenue opportunities despite not being part of the NCAA.
There are three organizations that focus on regulating the collegiate esports league. The
main one is the National Association of Collegiate Esports (NACE). It formed in 2016 to become
the governing body of varsity esports in the U.S. NACE has around 80 member schools with a
budget of $9 million. One of the other organizations is the American Collegiate Esports League
(ACEL), with 35 schools within 6 regions. The last is Tespa, a Blizzard Entertainment aligned
organization, which has over 120 chapters and 120,000+ members/alumni. While the three
organizations overlap on certain issues, each focuses on different aspects of esports. NACE
focuses on providing specific help for varsity teams in CS:GO, Hearthstone, Overwatch, Lol,
Heroes of Storm, Paladins, Rocket League and Smite. While ACEL only focuses on LoL teams,
both non-varsity and varsity. Tespa focuses on organizing competitions for StarCraft II,
Hearthstone, Heroes of the Storm, and Overwatch (Hubierts, n.d.). These three organizations
indicate the institutionalization of esports at the collegiate level.
Competitions have become more regulated at the collegiate level over the years. There
are main competitions that have established their names and are now competitions different
teams start to work towards. Heroes of the Dorm, Collegiate StarLeague (CSL) tournaments, and
American Video Game League (AVGL) are the most well-known. With eleven different leagues
for different games, CSL is the biggest organization of collegiate tournaments at the moment.
The most popular tournament is the uLoL Campus Series, although it is a global competition.
Both uLol and ACEL work with the traditional conference model. ACEL includes six
conferences and uLoL includes a north, east, south and west conference. ULoL also has a regular
season and postseason playoff, like collegiate American football (Hubierts, n.d.). Competitions
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are becoming more organized and making it easier for college teams to decide which ones to
play in and practice for.
As the popularity of esports at the college level continues to grow, so will the rules and
regulations of it. More teams will become official as colleges find the funds to offer scholarships
and facilities to appeal to more students. The organizations governing esports at the collegiate
level will continue to improve with time. Lastly, the competitions will become more popular and
help organize college esports. Esports at a college level is growing and improving itself at a fast
rate.

Professional Esports
Professional esports has come a long way since it was initially introduced. It is
continuously growing, and more and more people are becoming involved. More networks are
televising esports competitions and numerous countries have begun recognizing esports players
as professional athletes. As time has progressed, professional esports has become a larger part of
society and has been accepted by many. Professional esports is gaining popularity and will
continue growing as more people begin to support it. It is important to understand what the
definition of a professional is. It is also important to know how the professional esports
community works and how the teams prepare for competitions.
Depending on who is asked, a professional has different meanings. It is important to lay
out a definition of a professional in order to avoid confusion. According to the Cambridge
Dictionary, a professional is “a person who has a job that needs skill, education, or training”
(Professional, n.d.). Following this definition, an esports player can indeed be a professional
because their job requires skill and a good deal of training. While the definition makes it seem as
though esports players can be professionals, it was not until 2013 that the United States
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recognized them as professional athletes (Tassi, 2013). This was a large milestone in the
professional esports industry because it was difficult for players from other countries to come
here and compete. It was difficult to acquire visas because they were not deemed “professional
athletes” (Tassi, 2013). Since 2013, esports has become more prominent in society and has a
much larger following, thus helping those players maintain the title of a professional.
Just like football, basketball, and other professional sports have games and tournaments,
professional esport teams compete in numerous different competitions. The two different types
of competitions are leagues and tournaments. Some of the larger leagues in esports are the
Overwatch league, League of Legends, Rocket League and others. Some well-known
tournaments in the esports community are the Overwatch World Cup, Fortnite World Cup,
CS:GO Majors and others (Dalul, 2019). In a league, most esports teams compete over a period
of time usually referred to as a season. The teams involved can be from all over the world but are
competing to be the best team in that league. In a tournament, which is usually held over only a
couple of days, teams from their prospective countries form a team in order to compete to be the
best country (Dalul, 2019). Leagues and tournaments are only growing as more and more games
come out, thus opening the opportunity for more teams to emerge.
The leagues and tournaments that have such a large following were, traditionally, only
streamed online. The majority of competitions are still streamed online, however, some networks
are beginning to try and secure broadcasting rights for different leagues and tournaments. In
March of 2019, ABC broadcasted Overwatch League’s Stage 1 final on their network (Bogage,
2019). Some people argue that the revenue in broadcasting esports is not as high as people claim
it is. Looking at professional esports as a whole, it is a rapidly expanding industry and, in 2019,
the global esports revenue is expected to reach around $1.1 billion (Russ, 2019). As professional
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esports keeps expanding and brings in an increasing amount of revenue, more stations will begin
to try and acquire the broadcasting rights. Along with this, different stadiums that usually host
sports like basketball have begun to allow professional esports teams to hold competitions in
their stadiums. Back in 2013, at the Staples Center in Los Angeles, League of Legends hosted
their World Championship Grand Finals with thousands in attendance and thirty-two million
more watching online (McTee, 2014).
The main component of the professional esports teams are the players themselves. Many
people do not realize that these people are not just your everyday, casual gamer who gets on a
game to play a few rounds. These individuals play these games and compete in order to earn a
living. A professional esports athlete that goes by the name Xmithie says that he practices
Tuesday through Friday going from 9:30 a.m. to nearly midnight (Blumenthal, 2019). During the
season, he then competes on the weekends. Some players do practice playing their games in the
comfort of their own homes where they usually live with their teammates, whereas others
practice with their teams in warehouses. An example of this is a team called Team Liquid, who
has a large warehouse that is 8,000 square feet where they practice. This is very similar to how
other sports have their own training facilities (Blumenthal, 2019). For Team Liquid, they not
only use this space for practicing for their 70 members, but they have other areas where they
have prospective team members try out (Takahashi, 2018). Just like with any other sport, esports
players must work together efficiently in order to be successful and having these facilities allows
them to work on their team building.
Professional esports, as an industry, is still a relatively new concept that has met some
resistance. As it begins to gain a larger market share and bring in an ever-growing amount of
revenue, more people will begin to recognize it as what it is. It may not be as physical as football
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or other sports, but it is still very much a sport and many of its athletes are making a living
participating in it. Professional esports is very unique in the sense that it is not limited to certain
games. As new games come out, more teams will begin to form. Professional esports has great
promise in regards to the amount of money it can bring in and will continue to attract more
attention as time progresses.

High School Esports
High school esports, much like collegiate and professional, has come a long way since its
beginning. It has developed multiple programs, and, as with the recent trend in esports, is an area
that we could see a lot of growth. High school esports is especially interesting to look at. These
players have the ability to develop their skills, and really get into esports more seriously at this
age. Esports at the high school level can also be competitive and rewarding. Players with success
at this age, could have the ability to go onto collegiate or professional leagues. This is a big
opportunity for students in high schools, especially those looking to get involved competitively.
We, as a team, see the importance of esports at this level, and in this section will take a further
look at the opportunity in high school esports, the existing operations, and some benefits of high
school esports programs.
When looking at the high school esports market, there are already some existing
applications and leagues in place. These are specifically designed for high school esports
programs and are already being utilized. Since these already exist, and are being used by schools,
we were able to look at their results in our research. One of the primary applications in existence
comes from PlayVS. They have developed a software used to operate high school esports
competitions, and the application is being implemented by high school administrators wanting to
build esports leagues. In its first season, last fall, the application was used by 5 state associations,
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and this year has expanded into 15 states for the fall season (Perez, 2019). With the application
tripling its state coverage, this shows that the growth in popularity in esports leagues is not just at
the collegiate and professional level. They also went on to say that over 13,000 schools have
expressed interest in implementing their application (Perez, 2019). This statistic goes to show
that there are many school administrators looking to develop their esports programs, and willing
to utilize paid applications to help them. In particular, when Noblesville High School in Indiana
launched their program, more than 100 students showed up to try out (Zalaznick, 2018). This is a
surprising statistic to look at, and it shows that the students are also very interested in getting into
esports. With both students and administrators continually looking to get into esports, high
school should remain a promising segment for our team.
New competitive platforms, like high school esports, create a big opportunity for our
team. Most of the programs we see at this level are newer and have the potential to look to an
application to assist them. Also, there are a growing number of prospective schools that have yet
to establish esports programs. If our team is able to offer a system that targets the high school
level, we would have an opportunity as esports quickly expands in this segment. A key to esports
rapidly growing in the pre-college age bracket is normalizing it as a competitive sport. A major
issue is that esports, since its inception, has been looked at by parents or outsiders as simply a
hobby. If esports is able to establish an accredited ranking system and competitive atmosphere, it
would better show the value of the kids playing the games. It also opens athletics up to a new
group of students. Students who might not want to be a part of traditional sports, can gain the
experience of being on a team, and would be able to play esports in a competitive environment.
Gaming is also shown to be a strong unifying interest between males and females (Zalaznick,
2018). Esports is an all-inclusive opportunity that any student is able to participate in. This is
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good for schools looking to add additional sports programs. They would not have to worry about
creating separate men’s and women’s programs. Just one esports program can include all
students who want to participate. Esports also helps the students to develop skills that they would
not otherwise have learned. Esports requires extensive collaboration and communication among
team members (Zalaznick, 2018). This is beneficial to a lot of students who have never been
interested in participating in other team sports or extracurricular activities.
High school esports is still young and developing rapidly. We. as a team, could have a
possible window of opportunity in this segment, if we decide to pursue it. Despite there already
being competition in this space, the prominent application is mainly focused on esports
competitions. It is also only utilized in 15 states currently, and while it has shown rapid growth,
it by no means controls the entirety of the market. The key for us here is that we would need to
find a way to distinguish ourselves from the other products by implementing more features that
students and administrators are looking for. Later on, in our research, we will be looking into
which features our team sees most promising to offer to the schools. This will be an important
step in us distinguishing ourselves from competition and offering a service that schools would
want to implement.

Types of Sponsors
In the esports community, there is a plethora of different sponsors that represent the
players financially. Before we go into the specific sponsors that we are used to seeing in gaming,
we will first explain the three different types of sponsors that are present. The first type of
sponsorship is Affiliate Code Sponsorship. This is by far the most common type of sponsorship
and is mutually beneficial for the person being sponsored, the actual sponsor, and the consumer
(Dudzik, 2019). This type of sponsorship works by the business giving the player a discount
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code that gives a certain percentage off of the business’s products. The player will then promote
this company and give out the discount code to their audience in mass quantities mostly through
live streams. They also promote the code through word of mouth to family and friends. The
consumers ultimately benefit by receiving a great product for a heavily discounted price. The
business benefits by making sales and the player benefits by receiving a commission for each
product sold by the company that uses the desired discount code. Another type of sponsorship
that is very similar to an Affiliate Code Sponsorship is a Hybrid Sponsorship. The difference is
that the sponsor gives something called an internal code that is only redeemable by the player
and their internal members (Dudzik, 2019). This gives a greater incentive for the player to take
on the sponsor because they receive a more substantial discount leading them to appreciate the
product more. Some of the other benefits that the sponsor may include are: contests, providing
live events, and free gifts to the player. For this type of sponsorship, the sponsor typically looks
for players that have a following of more than 10,000 fans on a social media platform and
someone who leaves around 100,000 impressions each month. The sponsor wants to make sure
that their advertisement is gaining traction so more followers of the influencer will potentially
lead to more products sold. The final type of sponsorship is a Pure Sponsorship. This is the most
desirable sponsorship that players seek due to the fact that they receive monthly benefits, free
products, and even monetary compensation for merely talking about the business (Dudzik,
2019). This type of sponsorship is most commonly seen by influencers that are at the highest
level and that are able to reach millions of fans a month. In professional sports, this is the most
common type of sponsorship, but in esports it is the least common of the three. Only a small
percentage of players and esports groups gain the right to obtain these types of sponsorship.
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In esports, there are several different sponsorships that stand out from the rest. One of the
most prominent sponsors is the tech giant Intel. The company has been sponsoring the Electronic
Sports League, or the ESL, since 2006 (Mesola, 2018). Intel has been sponsoring esports since
its roots with the ESL being the longest running esports tournament today. Another sponsor that
is well known in the esports community is Coca Cola. The company is currently sponsoring the
League of Legends World Championships which is one of the largest esports competitions on the
planet (Mesola, 2018). One interesting thing that Coca Cola is doing is partnering with Riot
Games and setting up viewing parties of the League of Legends tournament in 200 cinemas in
the United States, Canada, and even some parts of Europe. Red Bull is another company that is
often seen sponsoring esports events. Some of the tournaments the company has partaken in
sponsoring include Blizzard’s Starcraft 2 and, recently, Dota 2. They also sponsor individual
teams, the most prominent is Tempo Storm which partakes in games such as Fortnite and World
of Warcraft (Mesola, 2018). Only the elite tier 1 level of gamers have enough of an audience to
have a reason to offer the players a pure sponsorship. As esports begins to grow we will see more
companies begin to invest in the industry as well as more and more companies that are diverse.

Main Games Played
As the field of esports continues to grow, certain factors of differentiation from classic
sports have become increasingly prevalent. One of the main factors driving this is the continuous
change to sports offerings. In the case of traditional sports in the United States, the big four,
football, basketball, baseball, and soccer, have made up the majority of sports viewership for
over one hundred years. Inversely, the main sports that are played and viewed, within esports,
continuously change and evolve. Take, for example, Fortnite. According to Andrew Hayward in
his article, The 10 Biggest Esports of the First Half of 2019 by Total Prize Pool, in the first part
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of 2019, Fortnite has usurped the previous year’s top game, Dota 2, in stunning fashion. After
holding the title of world’s most profitable video game for the past five years, Dota 2 has now
only generated $8.37 million in prize pools of tournaments, compared to Fortnite’s $14.7 million
in prize pools in the first half of 2019. This difference is staggering in that Fortnite was only
released in the second quarter of 2017. In less than 2 years’ time, a new game has almost doubled
the profitability of the previous year’s champion. When relating to classic sports, it would be as
if a sport invented in 2017 were to double the profitability of the NFL in that same timeframe.
This means that any product released in the space must be highly adaptable to changes in the
space.
Moreover, the industry as a whole and the games that are played in it continue to grow in
profitability at a phenomenal rate, and the position of these games on the top ten list are
constantly changing. According to data found on Esportsearnings.com, a website dedicated to
recording the tournament payouts of esports tournaments, in the past twelve years, the most
profitable game in esports has changed four times, and this is looking to change again when 2019
comes to a close, with Fortnite poised to take this title for 2019 (Top Games of 2019).

Figure 1: This figure depicts the number of times these games have been the top game.
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Beyond the volatility of gamer’s choice in top games, esports as a whole has become
increasingly profitable only in very recent times. For example, only nine years ago, the number
one tournament played game in the world, Counter-strike, gave away a total prize pool of around
1.3 million dollars. Compare this to 2018, where the most profitable game in the world, Dota 2,
gave away a total prize pool of nearly 42 million dollars, and it is clear that this is still a fastdeveloping market that will likely continue to grow. Moreover, this growth is expected to
increase exponentially over time, with 2019’s top paid game, Fortnite, looking to come in around
70 million dollars in payouts. This is nearly a two-fold growth, with top games dominating the
charts in much the same way classic sports do. Additionally, the volatility of the games’ rule sets
must be taken into account as well. For example, since 1857, Major League Baseball (MLB) has
had hundreds of rule changes to their official handbook (Baseball Rule Change Timeline). A
game that has been dubbed “America’s pastime” has swayed dramatically in its proceedings over
time. In many ways, esports could be both similar and different to this. The fact that games slip
in and out of popularity so quickly means that there is often not enough time to get the rules
exactly right. Therefore, oftentimes, these games employ simple crowd sourced rule sets that the
community dictates. These rule sets are often changing, so, again, an adaptable product is vital
when addressing this market.

Figure 2: This figure depicts the total payouts by year and place on the top 10 chart.
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Figure 3: This figure depicts the total payouts by game.

Inversely, game companies, such as Blizzard and Nintendo, are extremely controlling of
their intellectual property to the point where it can infringe upon the playing of the game.
Nintendo is particularly infamous for this after the 2013 Evolution Gaming incident. In this
example, the creator of Super Smash Bros., Masaheiro Sakurai, adamantly condemned the
playing of his game in the competitive scene. This was so much the case that, days before the
beginning of Evolution, or Evo for short, Nintendo denied the conference the right to have the
game be played at the venue. This caused a tidal wave of backlash from the community, and
after tremendous outrage, Nintendo decided to give Evo the green light after all. However, it
cannot be taken lightly the extent to which game developers play in the inclusion of its games.
This is in some ways similar to sports, in that the MLB can stop the playing of a match, but at the
end of the day, the MLB does not own baseball and if they were to become a nuisance, new
leagues would form. This is not the case with esports, and it will be interesting to see how this
power dynamic shifts in the coming years.

Esports Trend
Since its inception, esports has been a steadily growing, global industry. Originally,
esports became a competitive industry, and has since experienced monumental growth, largely
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due to the evolving technology and increasing popularity of internet-based gaming (Jenny et al.,
2018). This year, 2019, in particular, exemplifies that rise of esports, and the dominance that this
industry has the potential to gain.
Revenue from the esports industry will surpass $1 billion in 2019; a historic moment for
an industry that, just five years ago in 2014, reached only $194 million in revenue (Newzoo,
2016; Pannekeet, 2019). Achieving revenues of $1 billion in 2019 marks a 26.7% increase in
revenue for esports, as a whole, since last year (Pannekeet, 2019). Furthermore, this current
growth is simply a continuation of the trend that esports has been following for the last five
years. Between 2014 and 2015, esports revenue grew by 67.4%, and, between 2015 and 2016, by
another 42.6% (Newzoo, 2016). Most of this income, in 2019, is derived from revenue streams
such as sponsorship, media rights, and advertising (Newzoo, 2019). Therefore, this large market
size is built mainly off of offerings discussed earlier such as: profitable sponsorships, media
rights from companies paying to broadcast esports competitions, and advertising on behalf of
companies who use esports players, broadcasts, and competitions to promote their products and
services. These exemplify some of the many ways in which businesses can become involved in,
and profit off of, esports.
The esports industry is certainly on an upward trend in many aspects: revenue,
viewership, sponsorship, etc. However, a widely debated topic within the industry is whether
esports will ever be able to compete with traditional sports in popularity, income, and fans. This,
in fact, is already occurring. Esports already shares many of the same characteristics of
traditional sports; with live events, fans, and players. Furthermore, esports events are also
broadcasted with analysis of the games and interviews of the players (Candela & Jakee, 2018).
Although the esports industry has not been a prominent part of the market for very long, its
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volume of viewers has already been greater than that of three major sporting organizations: the
National Hockey League, Major League Baseball, and the National Basketball Association
(Candela & Jakee, 2018). Although an esports event has yet to exceed the number of viewers that
the National Football League’s Super Bowl brings in, currently, the Super Bowl is the only
traditional sporting event that esports has not yet beat (Candela & Jakee, 2018). However, with
the projected continuous increase of esports’ status within the gaming and sports industry, it will
potentially, in the future, also rival the National Football League’s popularity (Candela & Jakee,
2018). Overall, the esports industry has already proven its ability for widespread integration into
many countries’ sporting cultures.
With continuous revenue growth in esports also comes continuous participant and
spectator growth, bringing ever-increasing ways for businesses to ingratiate themselves into what
is still a fairly new and developing industry. As technology continues to improve, the fascination
of people globally with spectating and participating in esports is likely to continue its upward
growth, propelling this industry forward into more revenue, more viewers, and more business
opportunities.

Proposed Opportunity
As with any starting industry, the newfound prominence of esports brings with it many
business opportunities. If predictions are correct and esports continues to be a true rival of
traditional sports in both popularity and viewership, the market will continue to grow and
provide ways for businesses to find their niche and provide a new offering to the expansive
esports community. Because of the fast rise and explosion of esports into a multitude of
communities around the world, there are still many unexplored opportunities within the market.
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For a company, such as Metisentry, whose focus is on software, this provides an opening to enter
the market through a software-as-a-service (SaaS) program.
Within esports, the total addressable market (TAM) for a new business opportunity
encompasses all levels of players within the industry. More specifically, professional, collegiate,
high school, club, and younger esports players along with all other businesses and individuals
such as sponsors, coaches, and other businesses that are involved in esports are all included
within the TAM. As mentioned above, the total esports market in 2019 will likely surpass $1
billion in revenue (Pannekeet, 2019). This revenue primarily comes from aspects of esports such
as sponsorship, media rights, and advertising (Newzoo, 2019). The growth in the esports industry
and, therefore, our TAM, is depicted in the following figure from newzoo.com.

Figure 4. Retrieved from: https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/newzoo-global-esports-economy-will-top1-billion-for-the-first-time-in-2019/.

Since the industry is following a pattern of growth, there are ample opportunities for a
business to provide a new, innovative offering to the market. For Metisentry, this could be in the
form of a SaaS system that provides legitimacy to the participation in esports of students prior to
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them reaching the collegiate and/or professional level. The system will accomplish this by
providing a way for schools to play one another while ranking players and teams both by school
and individually. This will cause parents and academia to start viewing the participation in
esports of younger players as a beneficial habit and a potentially resourceful and revenueyielding field. Therefore, younger esports players will not have to wait until they make it to a
collegiate or professional team to have validation of their talent.

Service Obtainable Market
Although esports is growing at an unprecedented rate, the acceptance of esports as a
major player in the entertainment industry, such as football and basketball, is not yet a reality.
Mainly due to its newness, the video game industry has yet to really present itself competitively
on the educational level. Moreover, this means that the industry still has vast potential for
development in the local setting. It is for this reason that we believe our initial service obtainable
market consists of the local schools in the Northeastern Ohio area. According to the Educational
Service Center of Northeast Ohio, there are 47 different school districts in the immediate area,
each of which contains multiple schools (Public Schools, n.d.).
After penetrating the obtainable market, it will be important to encourage commitment
among fellow schools in the area to foster a network of competition that students and faculty are
familiar with. This will function much like the conferences that most sports teams compete in
and will generate small victories in the local area that student-gamers would not otherwise be
exposed to. Once this proof of concept is complete, the service obtainable market will likely
expand to include a larger geographic area. As this broadens, larger and larger victories will be
possible for these students (i.e. regional, state, and national tournaments), and the ecosystem will
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grow with it. The initial service obtainable market should be limited to a smaller geographic area
until the concept is proven, and then the market will grow with more opportunities.

Competitors in the Market
There is a sizable competition in the market for high school esports. The largest
competition currently in the space is that of an organization called the High School Esports
League. This company offers sponsorship dollars and technology from companies such as
Microsoft and MSI to schools that want to get involved in esports. They currently have around
2,100 schools in their web and around 60,000 students (High School Esports League, n.d.). Their
main objective is to include as many schools as possible even if they do not have the means to
purchase their own gaming equipment. However, they do not own any proprietary rights to the
business model, and other companies could potentially replicate the design. Additionally, the
organization does not participate in the objective of active college recruiting.
The largest competitor in the field of collegiate esports recruiting is BeRecruited.com.
The company currently serves 25,000 coaches and 2 million athletes from a large number of
schools, including The University of Akron (Want to play, n.d.). This company has themed its
product proposition after the Hudl recruiting app which serves the traditional sports recruiting
space. However, no prominent application currently exists that brings these two use cases
together. This could be a potential product offering if executed correctly. In short, there is sizable
competition in both the areas of high school league play and in recruiting. These are not
completely tapped markets, but they may be difficult to penetrate. However, with all this
considered, a central hub between these areas does not yet exist and could be a potential point of
service.
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Personas within the Industry
There are many people involved in the industry, specifically within the high school
segment. Explaining each type of person involved within the industry will help give the full
perspective of the market and type of opportunity available. Coaches involved could be either
teachers within the high school or someone on the outside of the school. They will likely have a
general idea of esports and the major games within, however, since it is a new sport, some
teachers may just volunteer to coach in order to help a team form. Being familiar with the sport
is important as well as the types of games and different teams they could compete against. Along
with coaches, athletes are an important persona within the high school industry. All the athletes
will be in high school, which means they will be a full-time student. In addition, they may
participate in other sports or clubs. These athletes will be familiar with the types of games and
most likely play outside of the team. As the athletes play, they will need their parents'
permission, which is why it is important for parents to be considered within the market. Many
parents are not familiar with esports and assume their kids are just playing video games. Some
schools require pay-to-play for sports. Whether esports would be considered a sport or a club
within the high school, parents will most likely need to pay some type of fee in order for their
child to participate. The last important persona is the administrators of the school. The
administrators approve sports and clubs and approve funding. Administrators would be the ones
to approve any computers, games, or SaS technology for the esports team. Overall, these are the
main personas involved in the high school esports industry and each of their roles will affect the
development of our system.
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Positioning our Solution
Implementing our solution within the market consists of several different steps. The first
step would be to implement a higher number of high schoolers to have esports leagues in the
system. Currently, there are 15 states that are branching out, but still 35 states have not even
considered adding esports to their extracurricular activities. We will also create several pricing
models, which will figure out the money generated from our solution and how much should be
charged for these high school leagues. The fees will most likely differ from state to state and
depending on the city as well. This will accomplish settling the need of high schoolers having a
passion and drive to meet their needs of playing esports. Since many high schoolers in the
country are not implementing this, we would like to take the initiative and make it more present
in society.

Primary Research Tie-In
Within our secondary research, we have several main findings that will feed into our
primary research. First, the exponential growth within the esports market has been established,
which provides many opportunities for businesses who want to ingratiate themselves within this
market. Particularly, with the rise in popularity of professional and collegiate esports, this likely
increases the number of young gamers who wish to pursue esports as more of a career, rather
than just a hobby. There are many facets of esports (sponsorship, prize pools, competitions, etc.)
which point to its ability to be a feasible path for someone to choose, and one in which they can
make substantial money. This has led to some high schools beginning to integrate esports
infrastructure into their schools, to provide interested students the opportunity to be on an esports
team. However, this is very much in the initial phases of implementation, and there are still many
opportunities for other business ideas to join this market. Although esports is growing at an
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unprecedented rate, there is still debate as to its validity as a sport, and it still lacks the legitimacy
needed for it to be widely pursued by younger players as a career path in the same way
traditional sports are viewed.
Based on our secondary research findings, we intend to use our primary research to
investigate several aspects of our proposed system and potential market. Our primary research
will be vital in uncovering what problems our users have, in relation to esports, and if our system
will provide a legitimate, viable solution for those users. In addition, our primary research will
also help us to gain a better understanding of what, if anything, our proposed market will be
willing to pay for our product. We will then be able to report our findings and propose an
ultimate business idea to Metisentry of how they can successfully ingratiate themselves into the
esports industry.
The focus of our primary research will mainly be on high school esports use. Therefore,
we will be looking at this market for information about their current esports environment, and the
problems they have that our system could solve. However, our primary research may expand to
include middle school esports use, if we find that a lot of schools in our service obtainable
market experience esports use in their middle schools, as well as their high schools. We intend to
answer several questions within our primary research. First, we want to find out what problems
our intended market is facing. As our initial service obtainable market is local schools within the
Northeast Ohio region, we will begin our primary research by answering the question of the
specific problems they have, if any, when it comes to esports in their middle and high schools.
We intend to do this through several means. First, in person interviews and observations at these
schools will be vital. If the school already has an esports program in place, we can use interviews
and observations to determine how the system works, and if there are any problems with it. If
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they have no esports implementation at this point, we can use the interviews to determine why
this is the case. From this information, we will have a better idea of how we can make our
system appealing to both kinds of schools: those with some form of esports infrastructure and
those with none. From our secondary research findings, we believe a current gap and problem
within the esports industry is its lack of legitimization for young esports players before they join
a collegiate or professional team. It is vital that, during our primary research, we determine if this
problem truly does exist within the industry. Through interviews at the schools of faculty
members, coaches (if the school already has an esports team), and students, we can gain a better
understanding of if we are correct in our belief that this gap exists. We could also interview
collegiate esports members, such as The University of Akron esports team, to see if they felt that
they had this problem when they were younger, before they made it onto the collegiate team. We
also plan to conduct some of this research through focus groups and surveys of people involved
with, and interested in, esports.
In addition, we want to answer the question of whether our system sounds like something
the local esports community could benefit from. Within this question, we intend to determine
more aspects of monetization. We need to know how budgets and finances work at these schools,
and whether there would be the ability, and willingness, to pay for our system. If there are no
monetization capabilities, this will not be a business opportunity for Metisentry, so this is vital to
determine. If our system does not appear to be profitable, then we need to determine how we can
pivot and adapt our idea to turn it into a monetizable commodity. This research will likely best
be done through interviews at the schools to gain a better understanding of how their systems
work.
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Overall, we intend our primary research to provide us with a better understanding of the
local schools within our service obtainable market. As these are the schools that we hope will be
the first adopters of our system, we need more information from them to either enhance, or pivot,
our current idea. Interviews, surveys, focus groups, and observations will provide us with the
information necessary to give ultimate recommendations to Metisentry.

Secondary Research Tie-In
In our secondary research, we decided to do some research on the topic of esports as a
whole to gain a better understanding of the ecosystem. We focused on what the word esports
means, the history of esports, esports on the collegiate level, and esports on the professional
level. Another aspect that we decided to look into was the popular and most played games
amongst high schoolers. Researching what games are most popular amongst players would allow
us to hone in on the statistics for those respective games. Once we understood the industry, we
saw the gap between high school and collegiate esports and wanted to use primary research to
help us position our future solution for this gap.
In our primary research we focused on two main groups: the coaches and advisors of the
high school esports teams, and current esports players' opinions and experiences from when they
were in high school. We set up the types of questions we wanted, chose our interviewees, and
then put our research findings together to come up with recommendations for Metisentry. After
laying out the features of the software, we discussed action steps, and future research. Our
research concluded that there is a gap for Metisentry to create successful recruitment software
that would help teams, players, and college recruiters connect.
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Primary Research Methods
As mentioned earlier, the secondary research showed there was a gap in structure within
the high school esports industry, and primary research within the high school category would
help define the gap. In order to get good data to help with recommendations, the types of
methods used were important. The methods used were a semi-structured interview and a focus
group, both chosen very carefully and for many reasons.
Semi-Structured Method
The first method used for primary research was a semi-structured interview. It was
important, in this research, to interview advisors/coaches of esports teams in high schools.
However, being able to bring them together would be hard, so we decided either on a survey or
semi-structured interview. The difference between a survey and semi-structured interview is that
a survey would be quantitative data, while the interview would be qualitative. We wanted to
consider employing semi-structured interviews because we wanted to know the independent
thoughts of each individual in a group, and because we were examining uncharted territory with
unknown, but potentially momentous, issues and needed to spot useful leads and pursue them
(Adams, 2015). These qualifications fit this research because we had hypothesized that the
advisors/coaches had different views and opinions about esports, and it is important to
distinguish those differences. A survey would not provide the unique insight to help identify
characteristics that could be used to create a software for esports. The semi-structured interview
was chosen over a structured or unstructured interview for specific reasons. Semi-structured
interviews are a type of interview in which the interviewer asks only a few predetermined
questions, while the rest of the questions are not planned in advance (Pollock, 2019). In this case,
it gives the option to ask questions about the coaches’/advisors’ personal experiences. A
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structured interview would ask every interviewee all the same questions in the same order, and
an unstructured interview would ask the interviewee questions that were not prepared in advance,
with more of a free-flowing conversation being used instead. The unstructured interview could
potentially lead interviewees off track and not give good results. Structured interviews would not
give the advisors/coaches enough freedom to talk about their experiences, which may not
conform to the questions, just as it did not conform to a survey. This is why a semi-structured
interview was decided to be the best choice for this research method. Overall, the semi-structured
interview was decided to be a good fit to find the proper results on esports.
Focus Group Method
The second primary research method decided on was the focus group. When it came to
the focus group, it was quite a similar choice to use it as it was for the semi-structured interview.
Making the choice between a survey and a focus group came down to wanting to get opinions
and personal thoughts that could not be portrayed through a survey. A focus group is used: to
explore new research areas, to explore a topic that is difficult to observe, to collect a
concentrated set of observations in a short time span, to learn the perspectives and experience
from people on the topic, and more (Cohen, 2006). This method fits the criteria the research
needed; esports is a new research area, and, due to a low budget and other factors, such as time
limit, it would be difficult to observe in a high school setting. It was important to let the focus
group talk about their experiences, something a survey could not do. A benefit to the focus group
was the open conversation among the group members, the discussion of each answer can cause
others to recall experiences of their own that they otherwise would not have mentioned (Quain,
2019). Overall, the focus group was a good fit as the second primary research method used.
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Finding the methods that fit in well with the research would help create a smoother
transition from the results to recommendations. Both the semi-structured interview and focus
group were important to help figure out how to fill the gap within the esports industry in high
schools.

Primary Research Methods Collected and Results
Once the two types of primary research methods were decided on, the next step was how
we were going to collect participants for each method. Both the semi-structured interviews and
focus groups were collected in different ways with different types of members for each.
Semi-Structured Participants
When it came to the semi-structured interview, as previously mentioned, the participants
of this method were advisors/coaches of esports teams in high schools, or advisors of schools
who had considered putting together an esports team but had not yet. The decision to include
schools that had considered an esports team but had not yet implemented one was to be able to
see what blocked some schools from joining the esports industry. The first challenge was finding
high school esports teams, and then trying to get in contact with the coaches. High school esports
teams were not as easy to find as collegiate esports teams, but finding esports teams around Ohio
was slightly easier. A website was found called “Esports Ohio,” which gave a map of many high
schools that had esports teams. This site is a non-profit esports organization made to help
electronic sports be embraced as a positive educational and developmental change agent for all
students (Esports Ohio, 2020). However, the website may not have updated teams because it was
found that some of the high schools we contacted did not have an esports team. Regardless, the
list of teams was used to contact the high schools and find the advisor/coach. Also, some
personal and professional connections helped find some advisors/coaches at certain schools to
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connect with. Once their contact information was received, a date and time was set up to
interview them either in-person or on the phone. A list of questions was created to be used as a
guideline during the interview, which lasted between thirty minutes to an hour long. A total of
five participants were interviewed, four schools that have an esports team and one school that
does not have an esports team. The collection and number of participants set us up to receive
good data and, in turn, create good recommendations.
Focus Group Participants
Collecting participants for the focus groups was another challenge. The idea of the focus
group was to get the perspective of high school esports from a student’s view. However, many
students in high school were minors, and to get permission from the students, schools, and
parents would be a lengthy process. As an alternative, the participants of the focus group were
students who were a part of the club/varsity esports team at The University of Akron. In order to
set up the focus group, Nate Meeker, the Director of Esports at The University of Akron was
contacted to help. Two focus groups were set up, both with four to five participants, and each
group participated in different esports games. The reason for fewer participants in each focus
group, and using participants from different teams within esports, was to avoid “groupthink”
during the session. Groupthink can cause participants to express the same feelings as others and
agree instead of speaking from their own experience (Quain, 2019). Both focus groups helped
find different experiences the participants had, when it came to their esports experiences in high
school.
The collection and results of participants’ information had challenges of its own but
resulted in a good turnout. The types of participants, and number of participants within each
method, helped find what types of gaps were in high school esports and how they could be filled.
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Primary Research Findings
The conducted interviews and focus groups resulted in primary research data from five
high school esports advisors/coaches, and eight to ten collegiate esports team members. Overall,
we had interviews with personnel from: Cleveland Public Schools, Archbishop Hoban High
School, Alliance High School, Coventry High School, and North High School. In addition, we
held two focus groups with The University of Akron varsity esports team members. From these,
we found a consistent pattern in the participants’ responses and the information they provided
about their own, and/or their school’s, experience with esports.
Interviews
Cleveland Public Schools
When the Cleveland Public School system decided to expand its offerings to include
esports, it had two schools that made teams. After those two schools were successful, they
decided to expand the program. Now, they currently have four schools with esports teams, and
next year they will potentially have ten schools participating. Each team has at least 20 students,
who practice, usually twice a week, in the school’s computer labs. Unfortunately, however,
because of limited space, there are no club teams. Two of the schools conduct tryouts for their
teams and cut players, if needed.
The Cleveland Public School esports teams play in competition with 65 other teams
throughout Ohio. All competitions are held online, except for the championship. There is no
ranking system between schools and/or players; all teams and players compete against one
another. The games they play include: Overwatch, League of Legends, Rocket League, and
Super Smash Bros. The head of the esports program stated that a ranking system would
potentially be useful for them, but it would need to go through the tournament director. A
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recruitment idea would also be even more ideal for their program, as there has not been much
research into recruitment at this time, because esports is still relatively new. Overall, some
barriers to setting up this esports program have included: getting the correct technology and a
lack of funding.
Archbishop Hoban High School
Archbishop Hoban High School also has an esports team that was started last year: 20182019. The now advisor of the Hoban esports team felt that this team was necessary, in order to
fill a gap within social groups in high schools and allow students who enjoy video games to have
a community for themselves. However, getting the funding to put together a team was the most
difficult part. Once they marketed the team to prospective students, and by the beginning of the
2018-2019 academic school year, they were able to purchase five good gaming computers. They
have had a good amount of participation both this year and last year, around 20-30 students.
There are both Varsity and JV teams, but, due to the limited number of computers, Varsity gets
to play competitively while JV will fill in for any varsity players if they are unable to play. The
team will have trouble expanding due to a lack of space for both equipment and players. Besides
during practice times, any students can come in and play, which helps create a big community
within the school. The games that are played are: Rocket League, League of Legends,
Overwatch, and Super Smash Bros.
The Hoban team has been playing in multiple different leagues: the High School Esports
League (HSEL) and the North American Scholastic Esports Federation (NASEF). Their seasons
are fall and spring, playing competitively once a week for 8 weeks. They play mostly with
schools in other states because they have had trouble finding schools in Ohio with teams who are
willing to compete. Therefore, when Hoban tried to do the winter open season, they struggled
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due to time differences between teams. The advisor of the team explained that the HSEL online
portal is a mess, only advisors can access it, and students cannot see who they are playing.
NASEF, however, emails the schedule out and a link that everyone can access. The leagues use a
ranking system based on the players and games, and tries to make a competitive matchup
between the levels of players. It was also mentioned that the only team that records their
practices and games is the Rocket League team on Twitch, and that is only because one of the
students knew how to set it up. Overall, Hoban’s esports team is very successful but is not likely
to grow anytime soon because of limited space and resources, and students are unable to set up
any type of live stream for themselves to get viewed by potential recruiters.
Alliance High School
Alliance High School also has an esports team in the Northeast Ohio region. Alliance’s
program is for students in 8th-12th grade and has been competing for two years, with two seasons
of competition each year: fall and spring. The program in Alliance is a pioneer for esports in
Stark County, and they are the only team in the county competing at a varsity level. They do hold
tryouts for their teams, but it varies according to which game the student wants to play and how
many teams the school has for that game. They may have to cut students from the most popular
games because they have a limited amount of gaming hardware.
The Alliance team competes in the esports Ohio league, with matches being played four
days a week. These matches are coordinated by the student captains of each team. Both the
Alliance team, and the league as a whole, has experienced phenomenal growth in the last two
years. Alliance had 22 members in its first season, but now has 48 players in its second season.
The esports Ohio league has also more than doubled participating schools between last year,
which was their beta season, and this year, which is their first official year of competition where
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they now have about 100 participating schools. The league does have rankings, based on which
schools won and lost, which is reported by the teams. However, the league does not record team
or individual statistics, and, therefore, does not use those to rank teams.
Overall, the Alliance team’s coach feels the program could be improved by having
additional equipment because of the large number of students they have wanting to participate.
In addition, the league platform they use does not facilitate the most effective communication
within the teams. Therefore, better organization and franchise management capabilities would be
extremely useful for this program.
Coventry High School
At Coventry High School, we had the opportunity to talk to not only the advisor/coach of
the esports team, but also some of the students on the team as well. The teacher who started the
team did so because both he, and his students, enjoy playing video games. The Coventry team
has two sections, which both typically meet three days a week: the official esports team which
competes against other schools in games such as Fortnite and Smash Bros, and another group of
students who play more casually on games such as Just Dance and Wii Sports. The esports team
has approximately 10-15 students total who compete with 4-5 players per team for Smash Bros,
while the students who play Fortnite do so with 6 on each team. They have no tryouts for the
team, but do divide into Varsity and Junior Varsity based on skill level. The team competes in
both fall and spring seasons, with all competitions being held online. There are typically three
scrimmages in each season. They compete with teams all across the state of Ohio, found on, and
organized through, the Ohio high school esports website.
The fact that Coventry’s competitions are all held online poses a problem for the team, as
there tends to be lagging with every competition. In addition, both the advisor of the team, and
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the students on the team, wish there was a ranking system between teams and individuals that
also recorded the stats for every player. This program also suffers from a lack of funding, and
students have to bring their own consoles, in order to be able to play.
North High School
For our last interview, we wanted to talk to a school that has not yet included esports in
its extracurricular offerings, to gain a perspective on what has prevented them from creating a
team. That school was North High School. At North, the administration is not necessarily aware
of esports: its growth and rising popularity or its potential benefits for students and schools as a
whole. However, a member of the Career Technical Education Program is aware of esports and
thinks it is a cool industry that provides an offering for a broad range of students who do not
necessarily want to compete in traditional sports. Yet, without an administrative buy-in, their
hands are essentially tied, but they are trying to create a career technical organization for esports.
The department currently has five Virtual Reality stations, but they would need both support
from the administration and a state-sanctioned group to join in order to create an official team.
This would likely take one and a half to two years to come to fruition. It is believed that first
person shooter games would be popular with esports participants at North, and that, if a program
is created, the platform used for it should provide access to a leaderboard where the students can
see who is ranked where.
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Figure 5: This chart depicts several of the most common words used to describe high school esports by
the coaches interviewed.

Focus Groups
In addition to interviews, we also conducted two focus groups with esports players from
The University of Akron’s varsity esports team. The first focus group was conducted at the
esports lounge in the University’s Student Union; the second was at the esports center in
Infocision Stadium. Overall, we directly spoke with approximately eight to ten players from
different teams. We also had several additional players who gave us their perspectives as we
were touring the different esports lounges.
The focus groups provided valuable insight into the esports field: its growth and
structure. Most of the players had only played recreationally before college, but many indicated
that this play had been quite frequent. This led to their interest in getting involved more
competitively, when the opportunity arose, as it can be very hard to be competitive individually.
A few players commented that they played a lot anyways, so they figured that they might as well
try a more competitive approach. Many of the players interviewed were freshmen or sophomores
and had only been participating competitively for two years or less. They found Akron’s
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collegiate esports team through several different means: Akron’s website, discord, on-campus
advertising (posters & current esports players), and other marketing by Akron.
The high schools that the players attended did not have esports teams, but they mentioned
that they wished their schools had. “Playing competitively is very different than playing
recreationally, I wish I could have experienced that sooner” one of the players mentioned.
Several players commented that high school esports teams would be a good way to connect and
hang out with a group of similar people. A few of the players did have club teams in high school,
but they were only ones that students started, not the high schools themselves.
The players believe that several factors may be holding back the implementation of
esports programs in high schools. Among them, the ability to buy PCs and other equipment. This
can be a big investment, and high schools may not have the resources to invest. They also said
that it tends to be harder to get administrations in high schools behind esports, whereas colleges
may get into esports to potentially make money. In addition, there is a lack of awareness of
esports among adults. The students know about esports, but administrators and teachers do not.
Having ample space to play and practice also limits esports, as high schools typically do not have
enough room. When asked about what high school esports is missing it was said that “High
schools don’t stream or record their games. It would be cool if they did, to be able to watch.” The
stigma of video games and the lack of a system is still holding esports back in high school. This
was also definitely noticed when interviewing high school esports advisors; some high schools
do not allow any first-person shooter games, while others will only offer Fortnite as an option for
that type of game play. They also said that a recruitment platform is needed right now because it
is very hard for players to be recruited, as they have to submit themselves with no past
performances to show.
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Most of the Akron esports players believe the field of esports, and high school esports
specifically, will continue to grow over the next few years. One player said that the growth of
high school esports will likely depend on how collegiate esports grows. If collegiate continues to
grow, then high school esports will grow as well because it will encourage high schools to invest.
Other players said that the more exposure esports receives, the more it will become like a
traditional sport, and that esports could get as big as regular sports. For high schools, a level of
competition is needed that people would be interested in. Lastly, a player said that esports is
huge now, but no one really knows about it.
The focus group participants gave very insightful information when asked for their final
thoughts on esports. Many mentioned that high schools esports would provide a community and
social outlet for students, and that the industry should be expanded upon. In addition, they said
that sports help prepare students for college, and esports in high schools would serve this purpose
as well. Overall, these focus groups gave us a valuable look into the esports ecosystem, from
students who have experienced, and continue to experience, it themselves. We were able to learn,
firsthand, what experiences these players had while in high school, and how those have shaped
their collegiate esports experience.

Figure 6: This chart depicts several of the most common words used to describe high school esports by
the focus group participants.
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Discussion and Implications of the Primary Research Findings
Our esports interviews and focus groups provided us with findings to form our primary
research conclusions. We found several common themes between high schools in the greater
Northeast Ohio area. After that, the collegiate esports players in our focus groups confirmed the
trends we were seeing. Our primary research findings have many implications for our ultimate
business recommendations to Metisentry.
Our high school interviews presented several prominent ideas, when it comes to the high
school esports industry. First, even for the schools that have created an esports team, lack of
adequate funding, space, technology, and equipment tend to be issues for most of the schools.
All of the schools cited at least one of these issues, and most mentioned multiple of them. For the
high school without a program, they suffer a lack of awareness about esports among their
administration.
Although all of the high schools, with established teams, are part of at least one esports
league, none of them expressed complete satisfaction with their current league’s platform.
Common amongst the schools was the need for a ranking system between both individual players
and teams as a whole. In addition, they would like the system to keep track of player statistics.
For most teams, their current league platform does not provide these types of rankings, which
makes it hard for coaches to choose which players and teams should play each other and which
players should play which games. Even the coach and players from our interviewee without an
established esports program expressed an interest in having a leaderboard and rankings, for when
they are able to form a team.
Some of the high school teams, along with the collegiate esports players, also expressed a
desire for a recruitment platform to help students transition from high school to collegiate
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esports. At this time, with esports still being a very new industry, there is not an established
recruitment process or platform. The students expressed that this makes it very difficult for
players to be noticed and recruited by college programs. Along with this, the ability to live
stream games is very important to the high school esports industry. For the most part, they
currently do not have this capability due to a lack of knowledge on how to live stream, a lack of
the technological equipment needed to live stream, and the lack of a platform to live stream on.
This would be a vital step towards their ability to be recruited to collegiate, or even professional,
esports programs. As of now, unless they record themselves, they have no way to show their past
performances. The collegiate esports players that we talked to also believed that some form of
live streaming of high school esports would expand people’s awareness of, and help overcome
the stigma sometimes associated with, esports.
These types of findings, realized through our primary research, have helped inform the
business recommendations that we have prepared for Metisentry. The implications of knowing
what the high school esports industry could benefit from was vital in preparing a solution for
Metisentry. From our interviews and focus groups, we were able to determine what problems and
gaps exist within the current high school esports industry and between high school and collegiate
esports. There is still a stigma that needs to be overcome, and high schools need assistance with
gathering the resources necessary to implement esports programs. We believe a software that
enables more efficient recruiting from high school to college esports, along with providing
rankings, player statistics, and live streaming, among other features, will provide a link between
the esports programs and fill an existing gap. This will also help bolster the legitimacy of high
school esports, and make parents and administrators more likely to support the programs. With
this platform, Metisentry will be able to successfully enter the esports industry.
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Figure 7: This figure represents the common themes seen throughout our interviews and focus groups.
The smaller words (stigma, platform, funding, space, technology, structure, awareness, and equipment)
represent the issues that the esports industry currently faces. The larger words (recruitment, rankings,
streaming, and statistics) represent the current needs of the esports industry.

Statistical Testing of Data
As far as the statistical testing of data, we had set out mainly to find the answers to a
select number of questions. Some examples of these questions were as follows: who is involved
in esports already, who could potentially be involved in esports, what are people’s perceptions of
esports overall, how is the field likely to grow in the near and distant future, what would these
participants like to see in the space, and how revenue can be subsequently generated in a
potential business venture. To begin, we came up with our hypothesized answers to these
questions, which will be discussed below, and compared them to the actual findings of our
research.
In answering the question of “Who is involved in esports already?”, we speculated that
the majority of high schools had not yet become invested in the field. To begin answering this
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question, we initially searched through the websites of high school esports leagues to garner a
basic idea of the scope of the space as it currently stands. We had found that there were
approximately 108 Ohio high schools that were already involved in some form of esports league
(High School Esports League, n.d.). This gave us a general idea of the size of the field and
allowed us to formulate an idea of how it might be able to grow over the next number of years.
From this map taken from the Esports Ohio website, you can see that most schools are spread out
throughout Ohio but the majority tend to be in Northern Ohio.

Figure 8: This figure is a map showing the schools in Ohio that participate in Esports Ohio.

This also worked to give us an idea of how the second question might be answered. Given that
there are a total of 1,360 high schools in Ohio alone, the field is likely to continue to expand.
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As far as esports perception as gauged by the community, there seems to be an
overwhelming feeling of optimism amongst all those interviewed. As far as college students that
were interviewed or participated in focus groups, the resounding majority did not have any form
of formal esports programs at their respective high schools, when they were in attendance.
Moreover, those that did have teams led us to understand that their teams seemed hastily
assembled and lacked the structure that formal athletics has commanded. To our group, this data
supplied an encouraging sentiment, as even the most mature esports programs were still likely to
be underdeveloped, and, thus, are likely to be open to products that aid in the expansion of high
school esports.
For the question of how the field is likely to develop in the coming years, our research
was unanimous in opinion. All parties interviewed projected the explosive growth of the industry
to continue well into the future. When asked to explain their rationale, there were a few trends
that formed in participant responses. First, many of the players believed that the field would
continue to expand as the age demographic of video games expands. As the first generations to
really have competitively viable esports are in their late 20s, they believed it was unlikely that
new generations would not want to become involved in the field. Upon researching these claims,
we found that it was likely to be true, as the average age of esports players has consistently risen
over the past few years, but has risen more slowly than that of the players' actual ages. For
example, in 2014, the average age of a competitive esports player was around 20 years of age,
whereas today the average age of an esports player is around 22 years of age. This is likely to
keep increasing until a homeostasis of new players entering and old players retiring is reached
(Summers, 2020). Second, players seemed adamant that with the expansion of better and cheaper
equipment, such as PCs and consoles, esports will simply be accessible to more participants.
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Unlike traditional sports, where genetic disposition plays a major factor in one’s success, esports
could be enjoyed by all walks of life so long as they can find a control scheme that fits their
existing disposition. These two sentiments combined reinforced our initial idea that the field is
likely to continue expanding for years to come.
In answering the last two questions, we had initially hypothesized that a league structure
is what the field needed and was something that could be adequately monetized. However, after
conducting research and talking with the athletes and coaches, we came to the conclusion that
this is likely not the case. However, many of the participants did share a similar concern:
recruitment. In many cases, the students participating in high school esports programs had little
to no contact with college coaches and teams prior to starting at their respective universities, and
many were admitted to their teams on a walk-on basis. The idea that esports might have the same
caliber of recruitment as classic sports sparked excitement in many of the participants, and,
hence, is how we decided on this idea as the most profitable potential avenue.
All of these things considered, the data we gathered, while not technically statistical in
nature, afforded us a great many insights when examined. Some of our initial ideas were proven
to be correct, while others were shown to potentially be off-base. That being said, this qualitative
information helped us to shape our strategy and move us in a direction that will likely prove to be
more profitable.

Limitations of the Primary Research
Through our research, we were faced with several different limitations. One glaring
limitation was the fact that we were unable to interview current high schoolers and instead were
only able to interview former high schoolers. Since the current high schoolers legally needed
parental consent in order for us to record their responses, we were unable to do so. Having this
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capability would have given us excellent insight into what high schoolers are currently searching
for in their esports programs.
Another major limitation that we faced was conducting interviews in distracting
environments. A large majority of the time that we were granted permission to interview teachers
in charge of their esports programs was right after school. At this time, the hallways were very
loud and the students participating in their respective esports teams were as well. This type of
environment can cause people to forget what questions to ask and which direction the interview
should go next, due to the noisy environment.
An additional limitation was the fact that we were unable to meet and converse with
every coach or advisor in person. This led us to set up phone interviews where one person would
be asking questions and another person would be recording answers. This did work for the most
part, but actually being in person with the coach would have added additional insight that could
have potentially led to more valuable information. Meeting with the coaches in person would
have also given us access to the facilities and the ability to talk to the players.
Our final limitation was our inability to interview as many coaches as we originally set
out to interview. Unfortunately, out of the eleven schools and programs that we contacted, only
five were willing to either allow us to conduct an in-person interview or a phone interview.
Having more people willing to speak with us would have given us much more insight into the
problems that are currently taking place in the esports community.

Recommendations to the Client
One of the main purposes for our partnership with Metisentry on the project was so that
we could make recommendations based on our research conclusions. Metisentry’s focus is on
building software solutions to improve the way clients do business. If Metisentry is looking to
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enter the esports market, it would most benefit by providing a software solution that improves
the esports industry, and that provides the essential features that schools and players are currently
looking for. Because of this, a main focus of our research looked to identify which products and
features a software solution could provide that high school esports programs are looking for to
improve their programs. The recommendations that we will be making to Metisentry in this
section are driven by a combination of our team’s primary and secondary research findings.
Through our research methods, we have identified holes in which Metisentry could look to
improve upon. We will be elaborating on these holes and potential solutions in this section, as
well as making recommendations for how the software could be run and monetized.
Recommendations for Features
The first hole that we are seeing is that players and programs are unable to evaluate
performance at the high school level. This results in a player’s inability to showcase their skills
to recruiters, or to review and improve upon their performance in specific categories. As our
research has revealed, all of the teams that we talked to did not have access to statistics beyond
team wins and losses. While wins and losses are important, it is the other statistics like points
that are needed for players to be evaluated. Statistics are also a very important aspect of both
evaluating performance, and looking to improve. If a player is able to look at the statistics of his
performance, he will know which categories he needs to work to improve on. Statistics also lead
to a higher level of competition, with players/teams looking to achieve the highest rankings.
Having multiple categories of player/team statistics will help in the evaluation of performance.
Along with not having any statistics, none of the teams that we talked to had the ability to stream
or save video for all of their teams. This is another way that players and teams in other sports are
able to evaluate performance, and film is also very important for programs looking to recruit new
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talent. The ability of teams and players to stream and record their matches will help them to gain
exposure, and will open them up for more people to be able to spectate. Based on this
information, the two approaches that we see to improve this would be to look at including a
statistic based ranking system, both for individuals and teams, and proving them with streaming
or recording capabilities. These two features would assist by allowing the players to showcase
their ability through a competitive stat based ranking system, as well as have film they could
provide to teams looking to recruit them. Not only would these features help players to gain
exposure, but they would also assist collegiate programs in the ease of recruiting at the next
level.
The next thing that we found was missing in our research were detailed player profiles.
What we mean by this is that other sports have profiles with information on players for
recruitment purposes. This is something that we see is missing in esports, and a player profile
would allow players to gain exposure to recruiters. This feature is one that we would recommend
for an esports software. Combining this concept with our other two feature recommendations, a
player’s profile will be able to provide additional information on the individual, show their team/
individual rankings, and allow them to upload their game clips. This profile gives recruiters a
snapshot of the available talent. They will be able to look at a player’s rank compared to others
in the state and country in specific games/categories, and will be able to watch films on players
that attract their interest. The player profiles will also be able to provide the recruiter with the
schedule of the player’s matches/scrimmages, and will allow them to watch the live stream
matches if they would like. Lastly, we would recommend the ability for recruiters/coaches to be
able to favorite/follow players. This will allow them to build their recruitment pool, and get
notifications on players they are interested in.
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To summarize the recommendations that we have for Metisentry, we believe that the
following features would be best. A “recruiting” style software that allows players to create
individual profiles, these profiles will have the player’s schedule of matches/scrimmages. An
integrated statistic based ranking system which will be included in the player’s profile, and will
show how they compare to other players in the state/country. The ability to live stream and save
matches. This will allow players to gain exposure, and to have an abundance of game footage for
recruiters to watch. Lastly, a feature for recruiters/coaches to favorite/follow certain players. This
would allow them to know when certain players will be live streaming, and to stay in touch with
players they are interested in recruiting. These recommendations are based on gaps that we
identified through our primary and secondary research. If they were to develop solutions to these
problems, they would help to improve esports programs, and would provide services that schools
and players are looking for.
Recommendations for Games
Now that we have recommended the features that we feel are necessary to the software,
we will make some further recommendations on how the software could be run and monetized.
Our first recommendation has to do with which games we feel should be included. We believe
the software should include Fortnite, Overwatch, Smash Bros, Rocket League, and League of
Legends. This is just a list to start of the current most popular games that we are seeing in
esports, and will be subject to change as new games enter the market. When talking with coaches
and players, these were the most popular games by far. By including the most popular games,
that players and spectators enjoy playing and watching, you will increase the utilization of the
software and will boost views on game footage and live streams. Moreover, the statistics of each
game that should be measured were also considered in our research. Each game has specific
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statistics to help measure how good a player is. Fortnite can be played solo, as a duo, or as a
team; the statistics would be measured as number of kills, number of victory royal (wins), and
the level the player is on. The level is based off of actions within the game, how many chests
they have opened, how many times they have been healed, etc. For Overwatch, the statistics
would be based on averages, such as: elimination, damage done, deaths, final blow, solo kills,
and others. Next is Rocket League, which is a soccer type game with cars and rockets. Those
statistics would look more like the typical athletic sports with the statistics being goals, shots,
saves, assists, wins, and MVPs. The next game is League of Legends, with the statistics focusing
on kills, wins, assists, KDA (kill/death/assist ratio), kill participation, and damage share, or DMP
(damage per minute). The main five statistics are elimination, damage done, deaths, final blows,
and solo kills. As far as Super Smash Brothers, the statistics we decided to measure were Global
Smash Power (GSP), which is tracked on the Nintendo Switch of the Player in question and
measures their skill level using Nintendo’s ranking algorithm, average KOs per match, average
falls per match, their Panda Global Ranking if they have been ranked, the player’s head to head
wins against fellow players, and the community X-factor (who the community regards as better)
in niche situations.
Recommendations for Pricing and Monetization
Next, we have a few recommendations on the pricing and monetization of the software.
These pricing guidelines are based on what we see being offered by other software systems that
have similar functionality, but are not necessarily offering all the features that we are in one
service. When looking at other major high school esports softwares/leagues, we see a price range
from $0 to $50 per student. Most of these platforms are only offering organization of leagues and
scheduling of games/tournaments. When looking at other high school film systems, we see fees
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ranging from $1,000 - $3,000 per year. These software programs allow coaches to store video for
the team, and assist in the creation of highlight tapes. These prices vary upon how many hours of
video you want to have, and some other additional fees they offer. Lastly, other recruitment
software that is utilized by student athletes outside of esports are costing individuals $500 $2,000. These software programs allow athletes in traditional sports to create profiles consisting
of basic information, statistics, and game films. The features that we are suggesting would
provide a mix of features from all three of these types of products, and would provide esports
programs and players with one place to go to for all of their needs. It is because of this
combination of features that, if we price a basic version of the product for free, we feel we will
attract a great number of programs and players. A major commonality that we saw in the esports
programs we interviewed was that they had limited access to funding, with their priorities being
on expanding their inventory of gaming equipment, so that more students can play. If we were to
put an expensive price tag on the product, we do not feel it would draw the interest of the
programs. With that said, even the basic free service will improve their current programs, and
will get them familiar with the system. With all of the additional ranking, streaming, and
recruiting features they would be gaining, we feel that it would be very attractive to programs
and players.
With the basic product being provided to schools for free, we feel it would generate
revenue from having premium features. These will cost an additional fee, but will give programs,
players, and recruiters functionality that they will benefit from. Ideas for premium features for
players include: giving players additional live stream hours above the basic membership and the
capability to upload highlight clips to make their profiles standout. These features can cost an
additional premium, and dedicated players will pay to increase the quality of their profiles.
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Premium features for recruiters could include: unlimited access to live streams, and additional
hours of film available. We feel that players, recruiters, and coaches would be willing to pay an
additional fee. Other ways to generate revenue would be through advertisement deals with
companies. With the live stream and video recording capabilities that we have recommended,
another great way to generate revenue would be to include advertising within the streams and
video playbacks.

Projected Financial Results
Projecting financial results is an essential part of evaluating a project like this one. Due to
our limited knowledge of the expenses Metisentry would incur in developing this software and
without knowledge of their cost of capital structure, we will be providing only projections of
revenue. We feel this is the best and most accurate financial projection we are able to provide,
and these revenue figures give Metisentry an idea of the potential revenue this software could
generate over the first three years. If these revenue projections are a good fit for their expense
and risk structure, they could base a capital budgeting decision on these projected cash inflows
that we will be providing. In our analysis, we have projected two sources of revenue. These two
sources of revenue are premium memberships and viewers. To project revenue, we had to look at
the potential value of these sources, and we had to make some assumptions based on our
research. In this section, we will be expanding upon the decisions we came to and the projected
financial results of the software we have proposed.
In order to project financial results, we had to make various assumptions based on the
data we have gathered through our research. The key to the success of these revenue projections
is attempting to make these assumptions as accurate as possible. The first assumption we made
was that the base membership of the software would be comparable to the Esports Ohio league.
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We feel this was a good starting place for memberships and the total number of athlete
subscriptions. This league includes one hundred and eight local Ohio High Schools that have
esports programs, and with the free basic version of the software being marketed, we feel we
could easily capture a subscription base of this size in the first year. The second assumption we
made was that the average size of a team was forty-eight players. We made this assumption by
taking the average number of players on all of the high school teams that we interviewed. The
third assumption that we made was that the average player would get 1.9 views. This number
was based on the 385 million eSports viewers (eSports by the Numbers, 2020) divided by the
total eSports player base of 198 million (Gough, 2017). We would take this assumption
multiplied by our player membership projection number to project our total viewership each
year. Once we had our projected viewership for each year, we would multiply this by the average
revenue per viewer of $5.20. This revenue number was made by taking the average of $3.64 per
watcher in 2017 and incorporating the expected growth the industry was projecting (eSports by
the Numbers, 2020). Lastly, we had to make an assumption on what we expected the growth of
the subscriptions to be. This would be the hardest number to accurately predict, mostly because
esports is rapidly expanding, as we have talked about previously, and what we are
recommending is new to this market. It is for this reason, that we have incorporated a sensitivity
analysis for this assumption. This means that we have incorporated a table that varies the growth
assumption from 0% to 100% in 10% increments and have shown how these changes in growth
affect the revenue projections. For the purpose of projecting the revenue figures, we have gone
with a 50% growth assumption. When looking at the growth rate of over 100% from a
somewhat similar free product that the Esports Ohio league offers, we do not feel that this is an
overestimate of the growth potential.
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Once we made our assumptions and ran our projections, we were able to come up with
revenue projections for the first three years of the software. These projections would be based on
a 50% growth rate assumption, this falls in the middle of the sensitivity analysis, and is possibly
a conservative assumption when looking at the growth of other free products in the market. The
revenue projections would end up being $85,836 for 2020, $168,066 for 2021, $340,551 for
2022, and $709,844 for 2023. Next, we will insert the sensitivity analysis to show how differing
growth rates will affect revenue.

Figure 9: This chart shows the growth rate assumptions for subscriptions varying from 0% to 100% in
10% increments, and shows the differing amounts of revenue that these prospective growth rates would
generate in each year.

Multiple Alternative Solutions
While differing from initial thoughts, our final conclusion on a product or service that
might prove profitable, a service that allows students to connect with potential coaches and
schools and live stream for these parties, we believe is viable but could also contain multiple
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variations. These variations were discussed by the group, and, in many cases, were suggested by
a small number of participants in our research, but were not directly supported by the majority of
those interviewed.
License to Existing Players
The first alternative to our solution employs many of the same principals of our primary
solution, but also leverages services that are familiar to the current participants. In this model, we
discussed how the company Twitch already dominates the esports streaming space. Those that
stream games are comfortable streaming on it, and even if the athletes are not yet involved in
producing content, it is likely that they have been patrons of the site. For this reason, we thought
that developing and patenting a service for streaming solely to college recruiters might be
developed, then have these rights sold to Twitch, and then receive royalties for the usage of the
platform. In many ways, this proposed “Twitch U” would act like many other typical licensing
agreements.
Hudl Style Format
A second alternative we discussed was to engage in a “Hudl” like format in which
athletes are able to post film of their gaming highlights that can be viewed at any time by
recruiters. This was our initial idea, but upon discussing amongst our focus groups we became
hesitant about the idea. The current University of Akron players raised a good point in how this
system might be flawed. They pointed out that while this works for traditional sports, where
there is a clock and a finite number of games, esports is virtually limitless for the amount of time
that might be devoted to it, and thus, almost anyone would be able to develop a collection of
highlight-level plays if given the proper amount of time. For this reason, we were hesitant about
the format, but it still might have merit in the long term.
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Machine Learning
Lastly, while it might be more difficult to implement, we believe that a system that
employs machine learning to examine player growth and potential might prove highly profitable.
If given the chance to watch thousands of matches and learn what typically wins games, it could
be possible for colleges to determine trends in player growth that could be used to determine
which players have the most promise. While students stream on the site in the hopes of being
shown as a top level player, this would also increase the potential for ad revenue as high-tech
ranking systems might garner hype around high school level players and could be leveraged at
other levels as well. This system would allow players to be ranked on a more objective basis than
the classic win/loss ratio and kill/death ratio, which could be susceptible to sandbagging. If the
machine can determine the skill of both players, it can award a different amount of weight for the
kills that a player receives.

Action Steps for the Client
After looking at our research findings, it is important for Metisentry to take steps towards
designing a software system that utilizes the ideas and recommendations we presented in this
project. It would be in Metisentry’s best interest to design a software as soon as possible because
this is a rapidly growing market. Metisentry should also look at potential investors, in order to
get the software as widespread as possible. We feel that, if Metisentry takes these important
steps, they will be on the avenue of success and will be able to capitalize on this ever growing
market.
As said earlier, Metisentry needs to focus on creating a functioning system. From our
findings, we concluded that there is a demand for a recruitment software utilizing our ideas. One
action step that Metisentry needs to take is: they need to put the software to use on a smaller
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local scale to see if it works properly and if there is an interest in the system. In addition, they
need to test potential price points for the premium side of the software, as one barrier for a lot of
the local high schools esports teams is financial support from the school. The premium software
would likely be purchased by the student themselves rather than the school, but it needs to be
affordable.
If there is a strong interest locally for the software, Metisentry’s next step should be
taking it statewide. A potential avenue for them to take is to partner with Esports Ohio. Having
the ability to work with Esports Ohio would help Metisenty get their software into high schools
with esports teams across Ohio. Since there is really no clear cut way for high school esports
players to get recruited by colleges, this system should be of interest to Esports Ohio. Overall,
Metisentry needs to focus on getting the software up and running, and they need to make sure
there is enough demand and enough money to be made off of the software.

Thoughts on Future Research on the Topic
In order to make a system that meets every user's expectations, there is likely going to be
more research needed to be done on this topic. Not just focusing on the system we have come up
with, but also more research needs to be done on why there is such a stigma when it comes to
esports. If more people start participating in esports and making a living off it, will the stigma go
away or potentially get worse? Will more schools start to provide ample funding in order to get
their esports teams on par with other high schools? These questions will need to be looked at,
and researched, as the realm of esports continues to grow.
When looking at the system we came up with, we also need to continue to do research as
it begins to possibly be implemented by Metisentry. After Metisentry finds users for its software,
it will be important to see if they like it how it is or if they have any ideas for changes. In regards
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to the premium side of the system, it will need to be determined if people are actually willing to
pay for it. If people are not willing to pay for the premium service, they need to see what those
people might want to see in the premium service and how much they are willing to spend.
Esports is a growing market and just like everything else it will change. In order to
remain successful, continuous research will need to be done. This system may work now, but
somewhere down the road some improvements may need to be made. This is why it is extremely
important to continue research on both esports and our system as time progresses. If Metisentry
continues their research, it will only help them on their path to success.
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